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IFC/IBC SECTION 1024 COMPLIANCE:
LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH MARKINGS 
As the Office of the Illinois State Fire Marshal, it is your stated mission to work-
ing with your partners and providing assistance in protecting life, property, and 
the environment. As you well know, providing building patrons with an effective 
emergency egress pathway is critical to a safe and efficient evacuation, and it is 
crucial that this pathway is clearly visible to all residents. As such, it is impera-
tive that all required buildings install luminous egress pathways and markings. 

In Illinois, requirements for luminous egress path markings became retroactive 
to existing high-rise buildings with the implementation of the 2018 Internation-
al Building Code, adopted as part of the Building Code 2018 of Illinois, which 
came into effect December 15, 2019. As most municipalities have adopted this 
measure, it is now mandatory for all new and existing high-rise commercial 
buildings in the state of Illinois to install luminous egress signage and path 
markings in stairwells and landings. 

The importance of improving the visibility of stair treads, handrails, and obstructions 
under emergency conditions cannot be understated. People’s vision can often be compro-
mised under such circumstances, especially since they are under duress, so it is crucial 
for patrons of buildings to be able to easily find their way out to safety. Luminous and 
photoluminescent marking systems can save lives, as they glow brightly, even through 
smoke, when everything else fails. They are building patrons’ last line of defense.

Knowing this, it is understandable that Illinois would implement luminous egress 
signage and path markings as mandatory safety features under the state’s building codes. 
Complying with the Building Code 2018 of Illinois ensures the buildings under your 
office’s jurisdiction can provide a safe evacuation to its residents during worst case 
conditions – potentially saving lives and avoiding tragedy in the process. Therefore, it is 
apparent that every required building in Illinois should implement a luminous egress 

PROVIDE A SAFE AND ILLUMINATED EGRESS PATH

The Ecoglo engineering team is renowned for our wide range of durable photolumines-
cent products. We use a patented process, that is exclusive to Ecoglo, that allows us to 
embed the luminous particles in a clear and durable polymer. 

The physical nature of our dry powder embedding process and the optical properties of 
the polymer ensures the photoluminescent particles within our egress products are 
always operating at peak efficiency. Meanwhile, liquid formulations used by other brands 
often suffer from the dense photoluminescent particles settling unevenly. This results in 
inconsistent luminous properties, compromising the safety of everyone in facilities 
featuring low-quality luminous egress products. 

We have integrated our advanced luminous technology into many of our products, 
notably our Photoluminescent Step Edge Markings, Luminous Handrail, Perimeter, and 
Obstruction Markings, as well as our Path Marking Tapes.

Remember… with Ecoglo, you’ll never miss a step!

Facilities featuring the Ecoglo Photoluminescent range of products are significantly safer 
and exceed regulations set out in the Building Code 2018 of Illinois. 

THE ECOGLO TECHNICAL ADVANTAGE 



WITH THE #1 PROVIDER OF LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH MARKING SOLUTIONS 
REQUIRED BY TODAY’S BUILDING CODES

LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH 
MARKINGS 
Like every Ecoglo® product, our Luminous Egress Path
Markings are a failsafe and critical piece of an egress system, 
allowing patrons to confidently exit your building safely without 
worrying about walking into or tripping on anything. Our unwaver-
ing and long-lasting glow can be easily followed in any lighting 
condition. 

STAIR NOSINGS
Featuring industry-leading slip-resistance, durability, and 
Ecoglo®’s advanced photoluminescent technology, our Stair 
Nosings will provide your building with a safer walking 
surface while visibly enhancing step edge and path marking 
in emergency situations – easily shining through the darkness 
to provide clear egress instructions. 

Ecoglo® is your failsafe option for safe egress solutions.  

EXIT SIGNS
Ecoglo®’s array of Photoluminescent Exit Signs can be quickly 
and easily charged using the natural or artificial light in your 
facility – ensuring your building’s emergency egress path is 
illuminated even when the power system has failed. Shipped 
with a universal mounting kit, our exit signs are a breeze to install 
ands will provide safe egress instructions for years to come. 
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CREATING A CUSTOM, CODE COMPLIANCE SOLUTION


